SYSTRAN Software, Inc., the pacesetter and pioneer in the translation software industry, enables you to translate 29 language combinations quickly, easily and accurately. Our patented technology, backed by nearly 30 years of translation development for the US intelligence community and the European Union, is also used by corporations such as Dow Corning, Xerox and Ford Motor Company. As globalization continues to accelerate, SYSTRAN products and services are more and more vital to everyday business decisions.

SYSTRAN will exhibit the following at SUMMIT VI:

- **SYSTRAN PROfessional** for Windows, version 2.0, can now be used directly from within other software (OLE compliant) with a new user interface and is multi-threaded; the system can now perform several tasks at the same time. **SYSTRAN PROfessional** for Windows is the uncontestable leader in corporate quality translation software!

- **SYSTRAN Classic** for Windows, translation software for personal/home users, with SYSTRAN’s powerful MT engine!

- **SYSTRANET, SYSTRAN**’s online translation service, at WWW.SYSTRANET.COM!

- **InfoRaptor** (in pilot form) is a cross-lingual information retrieval system, which utilizes SYSTRAN’s technology to query and retrieve sentences from a pre-parsed text. Please see our special theater-style demonstration listed in the SUMMIT VI schedule!

Visit SYSTRAN at http://www.systransoft.com